
The Growl
The Darren “Stirlo” Pearce Big Angry edition you #$@%’s!!!!

Round 2 (and 1) Season 42, Issue 2

A Grade
So near but this time not so far. With P Edwards leading with the ball
getting a 6-fa, the bears were left chasing what seemed like a simple
120. After some early struggles, P Edwards again stood up and took the
bears close by top scoring a timely 41 and a first victory of the season
eventuated.

B 1Day Grade
Rnd 1 :  With M Webb Grabbing a 4-fa the bears needed to chase only
117 to win with R Ayoub scoring 48 at the top of the order, the Bears
breezed home with 7 wickets in hand.
Rnd 2 : The Bears, led by a stunning 5-fa from J Tierney rolled the
opposition for a paltry 120. N Grenville then saw the bears home with an
unbeaten 55 from the top of the list.

B Reserve Grade
After J Creedy scored a timely 50 J Sowell and N Horgan totally
frustrated the opposition with a Record for the grade - 72 run partnership
for the 10

th
 wicket. With the ball, J Sowell then backed up by taking 7-fa

in the first dig as the opposition were rolled for 99. With the wickets
spread around the bears chased down the required runs to get the
outright winning by seven wickets.

C 1Day Grade
Rnd 1 :  D Wood top scored with a big hitting 77 to give the bears a
competitive total of 208. The wickets were spread around as the bears
rolled the opposition for 128 after a few tense moments.
Rnd 2 : The bears scored a defendable 159 from a quick 24 overs with C
Patterson knocking off 87 of them. The Bears ran it close letting the
opposition get to 147 before finally finishing the game off with the wickets
spread around.
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C Reserve Grade
With the Bears batting first and posting 211- S Shah top scoring with a
fine 44, the team looked in for a close couple of days. Great work with the
ball from all the bowlers saw off any nerves as the opposition were rolled
for 79. Sending the opposition back in to fend off the outright, the bears
struggled until FM Arif was given the ball and ripped through the batsmen
with a fine 5-fa. Another fine outright for the Bears.



Looking at Rawson Oval one will see a picture perfect ground
any cricketer would love to play on. From Sunday the 6

th
 of

October that memory of such a picture perfect ground may have
been erased for some by the sight of the Bears A - Grade side.
 
I turned up to see the Mosman squad running through multiple
pre game drills and stretches. A big contrast to the Bears who’s
pre game stretching includes using the amenities, walking out to
look at the deck and DP reaching over to light up a Winnie Blue.
 
Once the toss was lost (1/1) the Bears were told to field.
Something Mosman was regretting at 6 for 20 odd, Squeak and
‘Lips’ again bowling well. As so often happens we let Mosman
back into the game with some lose bowling eventually rolling
them for 120.
 
MD and the DOC then walked out to the middle with intent to chip away at their total with just over an
hours play left. 4 runs later and it was Wilton (28) who was standing at the other end with the same
goal. A couple of big boundaries later Wilton was bowled looking to land the ball into the harbour. 4/40
at stumps.
 
The following Sunday saw the Bears middle order do what the top (excluding the DOC) couldn’t, chip
away at the total. Squeak (41) and the DOC (10) and then Linc (15) putting on some solid batting. The
Bears limped past the total to be all out for 126.
 
2 ½ hours left in the days play and all Bears but DP wanted to call it the day and join JD and Spider in
enjoying some refreshments. Evidently after some positive words of encouragement DP got his way
and Mosman was sent back in.
 
Again some good bowling Squeak and Wilton saw a couple of early wickets (and their skipper picking
up a pair). Again we had a lose patch and Mosman started to climb on top. In the end much to the
disgust of DP we called it the day leaving Mosman at 5/111.
 
It wasn’t a great win for the lads but a win all the same and my first as skipper. Bring on West Pymble!
 
MK

Round v Mosman @ Rawson Oval

A Grade

Next Game:
V

West Pymble
@

Willoughby Park
Saturday 20th

Oct

The Duck shoot!

Ok so there are a lot of stats that aren’t in this Growl. Again like the first Growl it’s
a bit early in the season….

but we all love to know the leading duck getters! So here it is
All on one duck….. Quack Quack!

Gullis,
Michael

Raman, Raj Shaw, Len Creedy, John Eyles, Steve

Banning,
Brent

Chow, Ashley Garrett, Elliott Nolan, Robert Cooper,
David M

McCathie,
Martyn

Morgan, Neil Chaudry,
Waqar

Joyce, Nigel



Once again the Bears came out to play with some impressive individual performances in
each team.
A-Grade – Peter Edwards

Congratulations goes to That Man Squeaka, he was once again involved with the ball (6-29),
yawn, and then the bat(top scoring with 41), yawn, and then the ball again(2 fa)… its round 2 and
I’m bored already! Come on stand up boys put this old daddy fart in his place!
B-1 Day – Rnd 1 – M Webb, R Ayoub, Rnd 2 – J Tierney, N Grenville

Nice work Matt, one game 4 -15 off 8. that man above likes figures like that!
Nice work also to Ricko who got the boys all but home with a 48 from the top of the order.
Congratulations to Gwoka. Did jock come out and he got angry? Who knows but he got a

match winning 5-31 off 8 overs. Setting the batsmen very little to chase. Good to see you back in
the wickets!

Congratulations also to Nicko. Nicko’s 55* is proof that you should eat your vegetables
regularly. Again from the top of the order he scored a match sealing innings which included three
sixes and no doubt caused Larry to get a move on so he could get some runs in!
B- Res –  J Creedy, J Sowell, N Horgan, A Molloy

Congratulations to Basil. He scored heavily for the second week running with his 50
giving the Bears good impetus after a solid start. He won’t be going off the field for drinks breaks
again after this one.

Credit for the miracle work goes to Jezza. After involving himself in the club record B-res
10

th
 wicket partnership with Horgo, he then bowled 14 overs straight(including 2 in the 1

st
 week

making 16 straight!) to get 7-31 from his 16 overs. How did he not die? Send your answers to
the_growl@hotmail.com and we will print them next week. A walrus that can bowl!

Nice work to red-ink. Didn’t get red ink but scored a very vital 42 with the above
mentioned person setting a batting record and a lot of sprint records. Great work.

Mugsy bought beers for the bears for the win… why can’t I play in that grade? Send your
answers to the_growl@hotmail.com and we will print them next week too.
C-1 Day- Rnd 1 – D Wood, Rnd 2 C Patterson

Congratulations to Hermanmunster. He copped one in the eye after passing 50 on his
way to a big hitting 77. Lots of claret out of the eye. Played solid cricket, got a couple of wickets
after starting as the keeping. Massive contribution.

Congratulations to Patto. First game back knocks off a quiet 87 with 11 4’s and 4 6’s. Not
bad I suppose except he normally gets a mention here for his bowling which you would have to
say wasn’t bad either grabbing a 2-45 off 8. A little expensive but when you smashed 87 you do
have a bit spare for yourself!
C- Res – FM Arif, S Shah, D Hughes

Congratulations to Farzy Bear (sounds like “fozzy” bear if you’re really drunk I guess?)
who has been playing 8 games a weekend and been solid in all, mostly with great keeping and
the bat. Then someone gave him a bowl. 6.5 overs later, 24 runs and 5 wickets in the book Farzy
won the outright for the Bears. Legend. Oh and he is also the new Sub-special-feature-assistant-
junior-apprentice-intern-trainee Growl editor.

Nice work to the Sharina. Came in at 3 with the skipper going nuts and instead of losing
his head put together a 44 and the biggest partnership of the match with D Hughes.

Nice work to Hughsey(someone get him a nickname) scored 40. See above for detail.

Round 1 – Chris Wall 93
Chris had been seen at the nets smashing at everything. He not only did that to the bad ball but
he showed he has a very solid defence and doesn’t mind pushing singles. His 93 was a complete
innings. Apparently the wooden light pole still has stich marks in it from the ball!

Round 2 – Peter Edwards. 6-29,  41 and  2-fa.
The squeak machine is in the honoured position of getting this accolade so soon so we don’t have
to hear him whinge about why he hasn’t got it after most rounds of the season. Who knows? Look
you can only win this once I think it’s a rule the Brookster brought in to reduce the trophy space
he uses up at home. A bit like Jezza, I’m glad he’s on our side not theirs!

Round 2(1) Performances worth a mention

Player of the Round



Arriving at noon to see the opposition captain (?) draining
the last of a beer set the tone for a pretty tame match
which saw the Bears win comfortably. The opposition
batted first in helpful bowling conditions as the Mosman
Doctor created some extra swing. Although their openers
looked competent, neither made much of an impact before
being caught at first slip by Grumbles who watched the ball
all the way into his old claws and completed two very good
catches low to the ground. Sean
Kendall pulled a calf during his first (?) over and hobbled
off to be replaced by the ever reliable Steve Shah who'd
been busy debating the opposition over the benefits of
sobriety for umpires. Anyway, I think this is the second
time in 3 years that young Sean has left the field injured
within minutes of the season starting - if my memory
serves me correctly he broke a finger (and dropped a
return catch) a couple of years ago in front of North Shore
Hospital - where they chopped off a toe and injected him
with turpentine by mistake.
Anyway, Matty Webb bowled a good line at decent pace to smash through the rest of them
with only their fattest player showing any real resistance with some driving on the up.
Captain Rick also chimed in with 3 as the opposition crumbled in what had very very
suddenly become terrible conditions following a 5 degree drop in as many seconds
accompanied by some drizzle and a gale. Overall some good bowling and catching (none
dropped !) put us in a very strong position going into the break. The batting was pretty
straightforward - Rick and Roberto got scores, Larry and Grenville got themselves out, Ed
belted a couple of fours and we pass the required 117 without incident.
Yards

The opposition batted first on a fast and small ground and despite some early
hitting against JY and Gwok, lost a few wickets and slowed right down before
Gwok destroyed them in his second spell by hitting the stumps for 4 of his 5
wickets. Once again we didn't drop a catch (?) and the opposition limped along to
120. Well supported by members of A grade and their families (and Chards) the
Bears batted well against a moderate attack. Making amends for soft dismissals
the previous week, both Larry and Nick batted superbly and we once again we
passed the opposition at a canter.

The only blight on the day was the fact that after talking with Chowy about how
remarkable it was that there was no metered parking at the ground (being
shoreside and all) I returned to the car and discovered a 110 dollar parking fine.
Will be passing the hat around at the club this sat.
Yards

B 1Day Grade

Rnd 1 – Roseville Memorial Bats @ Georges Heights

Round 3:
V

Kirribilli Crusaders
@

Georges Heights 2
Saturday 20th Oct

Rnd 2 – Ku-ring-gai Crazy Kids@ Tunks 3



WARNING – DO NOT ATTEMPT TO READ THIS REPORT WHILE HOLDING YOUR BREATH. THE GROWL
DOES NOT TAKE ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERMANENT BRAIN DAMAGE RESULTING FROM SUCH
HARMFUL ACTIVITIES. CONTACT YOUR PHYSICIAN IF SYMPTOMS PERSIST. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF
CHILDREN!

Day-1:  The meteorologists had been barking all week how hot
Saturday was meant to be.  The day before, they revised their
crystal ball predictions but it was still a must to win the toss and
bat. Thankfully we did that at the time.  Come 1pm, it was stinking
hot, and it had become apparent that the opposition – The Lindfield
Blue Fog – would be a tough opposition if their opening bowlers
were any indication.
Curly and Mac-Mac did exactly what the doctor ordered early,
simply blocking out their openers. It mightn’t be pretty, but in 72
over cricket and being a Bears team, it is imperative. The fellas
played solidly for the first 8 overs and after copping one flush on
his elbow, Curly copped another that jumped up and he hit it to
point.  1-11 off 8 and while it didn’t look pretty, Davey (bowler) was
looking very sharp indeed. Muddo came in and carried on much
the same, before Mac-Mac was caught brilliantly again which was
unlucky, as he was opening up and driving particularly well. 2-24
after 16, again the instructions were simply stay in and bat out the
overs, doesn’t matter how slow the run rate. Enter one half of our
newly promoted Pakistani duo – Farhan Arif – the newly christened
“farzy” bear. Farzy and Muddo got us to drinks however yet again
the drinks mock struck again and Muddo departed two balls after
the swill.
The Primula wicket is an interesting one. It really kicks from one end and can be tricky to bat on.
However, the field is lightning quick and once you pierce the infield, you generally land a boundary.
Lindfield pulled out a bowler who liked to dig it in his half of the wicket and bouncers were flying
past the ears of new bat Farzy Arif, and Basil Creedy at the other end.  This didn’t deter the boys
though, and Farzy hit the shot of the day with a wrist flick over wide mid off that he hit near shoulder
height.  It was a cracker. He exhibited excellent speed between the wickets as well and these two
put on an excellent stand of 50 for the 4

th
 wicket.  They also soaked up important overs with 32

gone, but the frustrating thing was an unexpected cool change had started to float over, and the
advantage of having the opposition in the field evaporated as the temperature had become quite
pleasant �.
Fazza was on fire but unfortunately he was out to a reasonable catch, but his 28 was a great start
with B-Res and should be congratulated for it. Enter Swanny at 4-86.  He flicked the pill around
uppishly early on but soon hit his straps, cracking some super boundaries with Creeds at the other
end taking on their attack with some angry straight drives. Creeds hit 50 to the rapturous applause
of grateful team mates, before again falling to that old chestnut – the 2

nd
 ball after drinks.  I hate that

ball.  Another top knock, Creeds is definitely a man in fine batting form and he has relished his
opportunity to bat in the top 5 where he seems destined to bat for some time to come!
Yours truly did little to worry the scorers until getting out to the same shot as the week before
caught in the same position. Would quite like to rid that stroke from my repertoire so at 6-143 after
42 overs, we still had 30 overs to bat, at least surpass 200 (hopefully). Swanny was cutting loose at
this stage, and decided boundaries were the way to go, and a crack through covers showed that he
was really hitting form until he got to 32, and was caught chasing another one. 7-163 became 8-163
when the other half of our Pakistani duo Waqar Chaudry came and through his own admission
‘didn’t see the ball’ that bowled him. This was the 5

th
 wicket from their opening bowler Alisdair

Davey, who bowled 22 overs, 5-64.  He was pretty sharp and persistent, and in fact Lindfield had 3
or 4 sharpish bowlers which didn’t make our task any easier.
Smarty was late to the match after apparently going to Melbourne to work.  Others tend to believe
he went there for a bath, because he likes his reputation of being a dirty pommie bath
dodger……especially after his pathetic rugby side beat our even more inept Wallabies.  Smarty was
looking to shepherd the strike, and was getting going when he did a Mugsy and got out to the same

B- Res
Round 2 v Lindfield Blue Fog @ Primula Street Oval

Next Game:
V

bye
@

The PUB
Saturday 20th

Oct



shot as the week before. Stupid pom ☺ . However Smarty’s generosity, which left the Bears at 9-
175 in the 51

st
 over meant the rest of us B-Res Bears got to enjoy the highlight of the match – the

10
th
 wicket stand between two Giants of the game, Nick Horgan and Jeremy Sowell.

These two soaked up 13 overs, put on 72 for a record last wicket partnership for the Bears in B-Res
and got us cruising past 200, establishing a target of 248 for the Fog to win. Our big fellas weren’t
holding back, Horgo cracking seven 4’s, while Jezza smacked 6 boundaries in a great exhibition of
tail end batting, although we know these guys aren’t tailenders at all……I simply reversed the
batting order! 3’s weren’t the order of the day with these two but who needs threes when
boundaries will do. The dog was buggered by the time the tail stopped wagging, Horgs getting
caught but it gave us 4 overs at the opposition which they negotiated with a touch of discomfort.
So on behalf of the rest of the team I would like to express a big thanks to Horgs and Jezza, who
really helped put us in a position to defend a good total.  Well done to Basil, Fazza, Swanny and
Mac-Mac too for clever knocks.  So now it is on to the bowlers to do the job this coming Saturday.
We have a defendable total, and will require committed approach by the B-Res Bears in the field
and with the ball.
Day 2 – (a good time to do some exercises, take a walk, have a beer and settle in for the next half! – ed.)

Never say never. The last thing on my mind arriving at Primula on Saturday for the 2
nd

 day of our 2
dayer against Lindfield, was an outright win.  That’s exactly what we got.  And I have to say it was
definitely one of the finest days cricket I have been associated with and it was a damn pleasure to
captain a side that oozed commitment, dedication, unity and most importantly, a killer instinct that
saw the Bears B-Res get 20 wickets in 62 overs inside a day, and a nice little total to chase for the
outright………so lets have a look at an epic journey that was the B Res Outright that sits us proudly
on top of the table.
Thanks for the week before to the Supertanker double act of Horgo and Jez scoring a club record
72 for the last wicket, 247 seemed a decent enough total which gave us Bears a chance if we
bowled and fielded particularly well. We were without Basil Creedy, who was catching ozone-
depleted sun at Lote Tuquiri’s uncle’s banana farm somewhere outside Suva.  However, Brad ‘GK’
Fraser stepped into the breach with infectious enthusiasm of the great clubman he is and fielded for
us on the day.
The Bears hit the field keen to put up a good fight, and rattle the opposition early to give us a
chance on a perfect cricket day.  What more to get the juggernaut rolling than enter the freak of first
deliveries in an innings……Jezza.  1

st
 ball of the day – opening bat leaves it just outside off, it

swings back into him, bang! middle peg whacked back. Took 2 minutes to find the bail somewhere
near fine leg.  If ever there was a sign of the day we were to have – that was it.  Great start!  It took
us another 10 overs before that man Jez got one to pop on their captain, Curly diving in front taking
a great catch at gully to make it 2-29. This became 3-45 after 14 when Jezza snagged his third, in
turn to become 4-50 when Jezza rattled more furniture.  It was wonderful watching Jezz bag the
wickets and Smarty slog it out at the other end ☺ Jezzas first 9 overs boxes looked like: 0-0; 0-2; 1-
2; 1-4; 1-5; 1-6; 2-7; 3-10; 4-11.  I think this gives you a good indication of the extreme discomfort
Jezza was causing the batsmen, most importantly backed up by some fantastic dedication in the
field.  I set a very attacking field from the outset, and the blokes threw themselves at everything. We
grassed a few chances early on, but the boys heads never dropped and at 4-50 we were most
definitely on a roll.
The opposition put on 25 for the 5

th
 wicket, before the Bears juggernaut kicked into overdrive.

Jezza was intent on continuing bowling (and why the hell not, he was sending them down superbly).
Smarty finally got some reward for his toil, with Swanny holding a hot chance at shortish cover. 5-
75. Next over Jezza lobbed one up, the batsman drove and that big paw went out and snaffled a hot
c&b to make it 6-76.  The boys were pumped right up and the opposition were left reeling when
Jezza and skip combined then Jezz nailed an lbw with a perfect jaffa on middle peg, 8-89.  By this
stage the follow-on was in the minds of the boys, and the determination of everyone at wicket-fall to
finish them off was there to be seen.  We didn’t discount that they could do what Jezza and Horgo
did for us…..but we weren’t going to let that happen. Jez finally rose the white flag after 14 straight
overs, so Smarty did the noble thing and bagged the last two wickets in his 14

th
 over, one a catch to

Muddo and the last wicket a nice edge to our fired up Pakistani keeper extraordinaire Farzy Wuzzy
Bear (Farhan Arif). All out for 99, 148 shy of the Bears total. Fabulous effort in the field, outstanding
stops and comical errors too, but most importantly we held very good catches.  Things were about
to get better.
The first innings was sealed off and like rabid dogs on the rampage, it was all about enforcing the
follow-on.  There were screams from the opposition that you needed a lead of 150 to enforce the



follow-on but the rule book was brandished and it was determined it was 75.  Please have a bat
again gentlemen.
With Jezza out on his feet, and Smarty likewise we had to take to the field knowing we were going
to go full pelt without our two main strike bowlers who did all the damage in the 1

st
 innings. Add to

that we were missing Creeds, but the boys were up for it.  Step up Simon ‘Mac-Mac’ Macgregor-
MacDonald.  Wow, that’s a mouthful.   So was our other opening bowler Waqar ‘Wacky Clam
Chowder’ Chaudry.  Now let me focus on our new Pakistani team mates for a second. They were
promoted to B Res and they played like they had been there all their cricketing lives. From the first
over of the day, ‘Farzy Wuzzy’ was doing plenty of talking behind the wicket and he and Wacky
have taken to the true spirit of the Bears like ducks (not in cricketing terms) to water. Their
enthusiasm and positive attitude rubbed off on the whole team, and complemented their cricketing
skill that has made them a great acquisition to B Res. Our opposition changed their batting order
and their openers got off to a great start, putting on 70 before we got a breakthrough. They made
their intentions clear from the outset, with a big hitter keen to take on the bowling.  It called for a
defensive field from the outset – which goes against the grain of traditional follow-on enforcement
where you go for the jugular with serious all out attack but this proved the opposition’s downfall.
I like a punt and it was a numbers game. We stacked the boundaries as clearly they wanted to
chance their arm – and this is where they came unstuck.  Muddo got the unbelievable 2

nd
 innings

catching underway with a nice chance off ‘mac-mac’.  The turning point in the match for us I believe
happened in the next over (the 12

th
) when their captain attempted a 3

rd
 run on a Smarty misfield. As

Smarty managed to recover the fumble inside just the fence, the captain had called for a 3
rd

 run,
and like a shot out of a gun Smarty whipped it right above the bails from the fence, Farzy Wuzzy did
the rest and their captain was a good yard short. 2-72 and the spirit rose incrementally from that
one bit of sheer brilliance from our resident pom.  Gee it was a great piece of fielding.
Their hitter was still there, but we tied down their new bat well, Wacky often beating the bat with his
wily left arm seamers. Finally ‘Wacky Chowder’ got his reward with a ripper of an in-swinger and we
all went up for what was going to be a plumb lbw, only for the ball to bounce back on the blokes
wicket. Yep, out. Elle Bee Bowled.  Good work Wacky. 3-86 and the smell of blood started to
inflame Bear nostrils. The new bat could play, and it looked like a dangerous partnership was in the
offing, when in the 20

th
 over Smarty snaffled a hot chance at deep mid-wicket off ‘mac-mac’. They

were chancing their arm with our bowlers and fielders but our boys were up to the task.  They could
have taken as many singles as they liked but for some reason all they wanted to do was clear the
boundaries, but with hands like Muddo, Frase, Smarty and the like patrolling the deep, it was a risky
ploy that was coming unstuck.
 5 runs later it became 5-119 (still a deficit of 29) when Muddo took a blinder and long off, sinking
their hitter off mac-mac.  This really put some kick in the Bears step, and the whole team was so
fired up it was awesome. Great talk, great pepping up, solid support and motivation.  A team on fire
and with their dangerman gone, we really sensed we were in with a huge shout. I kept a keen eye
on time, and a couple more quick wickets would put us in the box seat of nailing an outright……..the
call was made to introduce some spin. It worked a treat. Swanny was unlucky in his first two overs
but swallowed up a tough caught and bowled chance in his third with the score 141 to make it 6 fa.
Another 5 overs went by with the Bears throwing themselves at everything in the field and some
unlucky opportunities missed, but the call was made for Farzy Wuzzy to ditch his keeping and start
spinning. His first ball got hit over the fence, but 4 balls later the last of their batsmen was on his
way back to the pavilion, a brilliant stumping to none other than Horgo off Farzy Wuzzy. Not to be
outdone, 2 balls later they were 8 for 182 when their leftie edged one to Swanny in gully and Farzy
had two wickets for the over.
We took a 4.30pm quick drinks swill, and after a pep up from the skip the boys rolled onto the field
with real kick in their steps and it didn’t take long for the pressure to tell. Swanny tempted their bat
to attempt a hit over mid-wicket, he skied it over GK Frasers head at square-leg who running back
took a difficult chance to put us within one wicket of batting again. They negotiated a good over
from Farzy Wuzzy then swanny wrapped things up, their 10 bat hitting a soft chance to Muddo at
mid-off and the Bears had completed a stunning 20 wickets inside a day.  The equation:  14 overs
to get 41 runs…….
Considering in our first innings we didn’t hit 41 until the 23

rd
 over, and with their potent bowling

attack this was always going to be a challenging ask in fading light. Curly and Mac-Mac could only
score 4 off the first 4 overs. It was tough going out there. Curls edged one behind in the 5

th
, and

Farzy Wuzzy came out and got one sizzling past his eyes immediately. He and mac-mac got us to
16 after 6 overs, before Farzy was bowled. Muddo quacked it with the score on 23, bowled by their
5 fa man from the first innings. Skip came out and while I might be 105kgs the unit can still pinch a



single (although pulling up usually requires a turning circle from long on to long off). Not often will I
try a run on a keeper holding one down leg side, but when I saw the commando roll, I tested his
mettle and he had a shot at the bowlers end, that went within inches of 4 byes at long off!
That pressure rattled them, but not as much as the rattle Mac-mac was about to unleash.
15 off 4 was the requirement, and 1

st
 ball of the 11

th
 over mac-mac pulled a shortish delivery to the

fence. 11 needed. Then mac pulled out the straight drive chestnut, a scampering two. Then another
drive, another scamper, another two….and another clip through mid-wicket, another scampering
two…..and yet another drive, another scampering two.  Final ball of the over, I am standing over
one of my lungs lying on the pitch, so what does Mac do? Hit another drive…….and another
scamper for two. While we were screaming for CPR and oxygen, Horgo bellowed out that we had
done enough, the outright was landed and we started the celebrating. Mac-mac finished 26 not out.
Brilliant finishing by the man.
It was a wonderful team effort and this is highlighted by the fact that every single player had direct
involvement in at least one wicket. In terms of commitment, a captain cannot ask any more than
what the players showed today and I for one reckon it was one of the best wins I have been
associated with. Very satisfying indeed!  A max 16 points from two, the boys seem hell bent on
making me cough up the Beers For Bears next March but there is still plenty of work to be done.
We have a bye then into it again missing a couple of players including myself so Muddo will take
over the reigns. Keep the juggernaut rolling, and play with that killer instinct again fellas. It was
joyous out there against a decent side too.
Well done and well done to all the other Bears teams, a clean sweep for the weekend! Bloody good
stuff.

Mugsy

Doctor Farzy-bear’s cricketing clinic is now open for business.

Doctor Farzy comes to us with years of cricketing experience, originally from the dusty wickets, or
should we say the crowded street cricket of Pakistan, he felt the need to help people around the
world less lucky than himself with their cricketing needs so off to Adelaide he went to continue his
cricket doctoring career.
With his years of keen cricketing interest, he understands the traumas Sydney park cricketers suffer
from and always has the right remedial answers.

• Our first question comes in from Darren Stirlo-Pearce of A-grade fame.
Question: Dr. Farzy, my problem is that my bowling has been losing a lot of pace over the years. Is
there anything you can do to help me?
Dr. Farzy: Darren, I understand your problem, yes I do. In my country, we know all about fast
bowling and although I have never seen you I am sure you were a fine fit strong fast bowling
machine that just needs some fine tuning.
What you must remember is what the Rawalpindi Express said, If you’re a jet fighter you need a
long launching pad! I think that is what you should do. You need to use your body to generate your
speed and you must run like the wind to the crease! Use your athletic body like the finely tuned jet
fighter that it is and when you screech into that wicket release the ball like the missile you can make
it!
I am sure this is just a mental problem and it’s not your body letting you down!

• Our second question was raised because of an umpire nominated by the
opposition (not an opposition player) in the Round 2 B Reserve match.
Question:  The umpire took the ball at the fall of a wicket and then took offence when the ball was
swiftly taken off him and given a good rub down to increase the shine. He said that according to the
rules of cricket he was supposed to look after the ball at a break and had a whinge
Dr. Farzy: With all due respect ump, don’t you think we are a bit too well placed with your side
being six down, to be tampering with the ball? Thanks. But seriously he wasn’t an official ump. The
opposition captain didn’t ask if it was ok to have umpires that weren’t playing members of the team.
If we are going by the laws of (park) cricket then get off the field... unless you ask nicely.

Send your questions for the Doctor to The_Growl@hotmail.com

Doctor Farzy’s Cricket Clinic. Doctoring Cricket and Keeping wicket for years.



For our first game I was intent on experimenting as some of
our players have had long off season and couple have
returned from the dead. The first test was to throw Lenny
and Speesy into the firing line by opening the batting. While
speesy opened his account with a shot over mid-on's head
for four, Lenny was bowled without troubling the scorer.
Bring in Raj who is known for big scores early in the season.
He started off with his unusual ritual where he would go for a
tinkle or mark his territory on the nearest possible local flora
then walk straight out into the middle and look as
comfortable as a baby on a mother's breast. Raj dominated
their opening bowlers with a massive hook shot that cleared
the huge Blackburn boundary by a good 20m. Spees (8) and
the skipper (7) were both bowled and shortly after Raj was
fired by the quickest finger in the west.
 Kenny Thong started his innings in a very solid
performance. When Dale joined him the boundaries were as
frequent as the team changes made prior to this match. This
partnership of 123 was the match winner but unfortunately
Dale (72) top edged one into his eye and retired hurt and
Kenny was caught behind for 35. Tony Eales (1) got on the
scoreboard in his first game for the club since 1995. Muddo
(5), Smarty(8) and Jon Kan (2 not out) were late call ups to
this game and all contributed especially when fielding. Dom
finished our innings with an entertaining 7 to have us all out
for 208 from 37.
Lindfield only had 9 players so in their chase they went hard from the start smashing
Smarty and I all over the place, until one of them held out to the 'old buckets at long off’
trap. First change Ken and second change Tony were brought in early with Tony getting
his first wicket with the help of classic catch from Ken fielding at square leg.
With their score moving on to 4 for 120 the skipper needed some Dominating bowling and
that’s what I got when spinky shut up shop for the Bears claiming two wickets. Dale also
chimed in at the end with two wickets with the help from Speesy behind the stumps.
A good solid performance first up which everyone seemed to enjoy. Thanks heaps Muddo
and Smarty who doubled up on the weekend to help us out. There are some players
returning for round 2 so it is important for all players to make themselves available so you
can be a part of this winning team.
 Winston

This was a game where we tried our best to keep the game as even as possible. Just
when you thought one team was dominating the other team came back.

Christian Patterson (87) and Mat Beazley (13) open the batting with a partnership of 44
from 24 deliveries before Mat was bowled. Raj also did not waste any time in the middle or
returning back to his young family on the boundary with a new duck egg. I came in, and
immediately slowed things right down while Patto continued to blast away till he was
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deceived by fruit and I shortly followed suit to have us 4/140 after 20 overs.
 From this point the plan was to get to close to 300. When Dale (14) and Mark Spees (8)
were dismissed a new plan was needed. From here the rest of our batters found it difficult
to trouble the scorers when we lost our last 4 wickets for 2 runs. After 24 overs we ended
up on 159.
 We knew that we would have to dismiss them to win the game. Patto and BB opened with
some venom. Patto was very tight with his first spell to end up with two wickets and Brent
finished 3/29. Robert Nolan was first change and he was tighter than sqeaker's wallet,
bowling 8 overs 2/29. Dom tried hard but no luck this week.
After 16 overs we started to get back on top when they were 5 down for 65. However their
tail wagged dangerously. We needed something different to get the last wicket (as the Bats
only needed 12 to win) so I called on our keeper D. Wood. With his 4th ball, he sent in a
short delivery and the number 10 returned it and Dale took his first catch of the day to have
the opposition all out for 147.

Winston

Member’s subscriptions for the 2007-08 season stands at $240.00 (Note that this DOES
NOT include Leagues Club membership).
Please have your subscriptions paid in full by the end of round 3(both one and 2 day
comps) (27/10/07). If you would like to pay your subs in instalments, please contact me
directly to discuss further (Minimum instalment amounts of $50.00 is preferable).

If you know in advance that you will not be available for the full season or at least 3/4 of the
season, please let me know. We can offer you an alternative of a per-game fee. This can
be paid electronically, directly to your captain before the game or to me personally. Please
speak to a member of the executive to confirm the amount

If you intend to make payments directly to the cricket club account via Internet Banking,
please ensure that you put your name in the "additional notes" field of the deposit so I know
you have paid.

NSLCC Account:
BSB: 732-229
Account: 549409
 
It is important that all players are aware that the executive together with the selection
committee have agreed & will enforce the policy of NO PAY, NO PLAY so it is in both
your's & the club's best interest to finalise your members subscriptions as soon as possible.

For More details please contact either myself your captain or a member of the Executive

Jason Smart,
N.S.L.C.C. Treasurer
Jasonrsmart@hotmail.com

CASH, CASH, CASH, CASH



Mighty C Grade
On a beautiful sunny Sunday it would have been a godsend to win the toss
and bat. Unfortunately we lost the toss but to my surprise we were sent in
anyway. This was particularly puzzling given the opposition didn’t have their
full compliment due to a buck’s night…
We had the same top five as the week before and were keen to pick up right
where we left off, and we did.
We opened with a solid if not spectacular 38 run partnership. By the time we
had 52 on the board both openers were gone. However then Shah and Davey
got stuck in and put on another 83 before we lost Shah for fantastic 44. Dave
departed shortly after to leave us at 4/138.
From there the pigs bowlers (one in particular) got on top of us. From here we
lost regular wickets but we also started to find the boundary with a lot more
ease.
Chris Wall’s cameo knock of 26 off three or so balls was exactly what the
doctor ordered particularly given we were starting to look a little light in the
runs department. Chris saw us go from 5/138 up to 7/178.
Where Chris left off Farhan took over controlling the strike and bowling with
ease. He saw us all the way to 211 after a brilliant 30 run last wicket stand with
Daniel Badger who showed himself more than capable with the willow.
The highlights from the innings were the superb knocks from both Dave and Steve, they built a solid base from
which the rest of the guys could attack, each of them deserved their 50’s but fell agonizingly short. Chris and
Farhan’s innings were also brilliant considering the circumstances.
A solid total but nothing to write home about it would certainly take some defending.

So as the light faded late on day one we set about picking up a few cheeky wickets and that’s exactly what we
did.
Creeds, Dave and Badge all bowled exceptionally, but as the saying goes it’s catches that win matches and we
took a few gems. First of all Steve took one as clean as a whistle in the slips, it certainly would have killed him
had he not taken it, the ball was flying, top catch.
The second was an historic catch… The ball was popped up in the air from a leading edge, it seemed to hang up
there for hours, we held our collective breaths as Marty McCathie circled nervously under it, the ball came down
and to everyone’s surprise (most of all Marty’s) it stuck. A great first catch under trying conditions.
By the close of play we had them at 3/42, the game still in the balance.
We turned up on day two to find that most of the pigs hadn’t… It was disappointing to find that they were
struggling to get 6 but either way it was going to be a good opportunity to get 10 points for us.
Badge and Hughes both got two wickets and Bert picked up two runouts on our way to the first innings points.
With 6 in the bag we decided to send them straight back in, they came out this time with a lot more resolve and
while our fast men bent their backs the pigs showed they had real spine.
By the time we got to tea we still hadn’t found a way through, they were 0/50 odd. The trend continued for a few
overs after the break and their captain courageous brought up his own 50.
Then we brought on the destroyer. Farhan came on and immediately had both batsmen in trouble. We finally got
the break through in his third over and from there the pigs crashed from 1/78 to be all out for 108.
Farhan ripped through them with excellent support from Robby at the other end.
Our fast men took care of them in the first innings and our slow men took care of them in the second. It’s difficult
to believe that a team with a bowler who got 8/58 could lose outright but that’s exactly what they did.
211 was a respectable score but not outstanding, what was outstanding though was the pressure we put on the
pigs with the ball and in the field, even when things looked lost in their second dig we knew all we had to do was
prize one of the openers from the wicket and we’d be into them and that’s exactly what happened.
Congratulations to Dave and Steve for their brilliant partnership in our innings, once again nearly 100 runs were
scored while Steve was at the crease.
Congratulations to Marty for his first catch in difficult conditions
Congratulations to Farhan for his super all round effort, he batted well, kept well and then bowled us to outright
victory getting 5 for 24.
A huge thanks to all the guys that filled in for us, Creedy, Farhan, Chris, Kenny and Johny…
Go the mighty C grade, top of the table for now…
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